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Abstract

Production scheduling contains a wide variety of nondeterministic polynomial time
hard problems that are differentiated by machine setups, constraints and optimisation tar-
gets. Traditionally, scheduling is run overnight for the next day and cannot adapt to a
dynamic situation. Newer research methods such as deep reinforcement learning aim to
address this problem, but require robust environments which can be generalised to these
different setups in order to be examined properly. Currently, researchers must create their
own environments when examining production scheduling problems due to the often pro-
prietary nature of the research undertaken. This process both takes time and means that
comparisons between methods are difficult. This work introduces a suitable environment
which can be applied to different setups in order to reduce this wasted time and allow easier
comparisons between current research methods.
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Nomenclature

Reinforcement Learning

γ discount parameter

A action space

R reward function

S state space

T state transition function

π policy

a action

A(s, a) advantage value

E expected discount return

et experience

Lt loss function

Q(s, a) Q value associated with taking action a when in state s

r reward

s state

V π(s) value of being in state s using policy π

yt temporal difference target

Scheduling

α machine setup

β additional constraints

γ optimisation target

brkdwns resource breakdowns

Cj completion time of a job

Cmax makespan, the final completion time of all jobs

dj deadline for a job

Ej job earliness
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FJc flexible job shop

Fm flow shop

Jm job shop

Lj job lateness

M o
i matrix of an operation’s viable resource routing options

oji set of operations

Om open shops

psji stochastic processing time for an operation

pji production time for an operation

Pm parallel machines

Qm heterogeneous machines

rj release date for a job

sji Start time of an operation with job index j and operation index i

Sjk operation setup times

Tj job tardiness

Tptjavg average throughput

Utli resource utilisation

WIP work in process
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

The rise of Industry 4.0 has led to the increased interest in harnessing digital technology to
increase productivity [1]. Industry 4.0 utilises cyber-physical systems such as sensors to collect
vast amounts of data alongside the Internet of Things (IoT) in order to produce insights which
can be acted upon to deliver superior cost efficiencies and better quality goods and services.

Production scheduling is one such application within Industry 4.0 which can help to drive
increases in productivity and profitability. Production scheduling is the allocation of tasks to a
set of resources in order to complete them within a factory environment. These resources are
usually limited meaning that tasks are effectively competing for resource usage.

Good schedules lead to decreased manufacturing costs, reduced lateness of deliveries to
customers, and increased machine utilisation [2]. Modern industrial factories face several chal-
lenges that makes the need to schedule effectively paramount. These challenges include in-
creased product variety, shortening delivery fates to customers, reducing production lot sizes
and an increase in customer orders but of smaller size. These are indicative of a transition from
mass manufacturing to mass customisation in the global economy. These challenges can only
be met with optimised schedules for the hundreds, if not thousands, of production orders present
on a busy shop floor [3].

Production scheduling in complex, dynamic environments, such as within low volume, high
variance factories (e.g. a job shop) is known to be non-deterministic polynomial-time hard
(NP-hard), meaning that as complexity increases, the time to produce optimal solutions grows
to the point of being impossible to solve in polynomial time for large production instances
[4]. This is true of many other similar combinatorial optimisation problems, yet scheduling
problems seem to be especially hard to solve with traditional techniques. For comparison, the
well known Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) was solved optimally for an instance
of 135 clients and 7 vehicles at the same time as a job shop scheduling problem was solved for
just 10 jobs on 10 machines.

For many instances of these problems, the models provide an incomplete overview of the
problem by leaving out many real world constraints. Additionally, there is a huge amount of
variety within real world factories, as can be imagined when comparing semiconductor facto-
ries to car factories to job shop situations. Unavoidable changes to the environment, such as
emergencies and an unknown influx of tasks form further constraints that lead to the need for a
dynamic schedule due to the complexity they add, and also further reduce the ability to produce
optimal schedules.

For real world situations, optimal schedules will likely not be achieved due to the reasons
highlighted above. Nevertheless, improvements in production scheduling techniques can be
made by advancing the approximation techniques used to produce schedules.
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1.2. Motivation

Depending on product, factories can take on a wide variety of different general forms which
can lead to added complexity in the scheduling task. These forms theoretically range from
single machine setups to flexible job shops, which have many different types of machines and
can produce a variety of different products, each requiring the completion of multiple different
tasks [2].

There are then further added complexities introduced by additional constraints and the need
to optimise for different objectives. These objectives and constraints can include considerations
such as stochasticity, the elimination of late completion of tasks, reducing work in process
(WIP ), and reducing setup times and costs, among many other side constraints which can be
found in real world factory setups and can change over time.

To try and provide schedules for these complicated situations, many different techniques are
researched and deployed, including more traditional heuristic methods, expert systems and al-
gorithms. Recent advances in computing power and machine learning (ML) techniques provide
a new avenue to explore the problem. These techniques have shown the potential to be able to
provide schedules which can adapt to dynamic environments once trained. They can also be
trained for the specific environment required and therefore are of great interest for production
scheduling research.

Current machine learning based production scheduling research is often limited to either
less complex environments, such as parallel machine setups, or spans a limited time period
of jobs rather than being continuous. Part of this limitation is due to the closed off nature
of the reinforcement learning environments used, often due to their proprietary nature, which
leads to research time being used to create and define the factory environment and the way
the reinforcement learning agent interacts with it. The lack of standardisation also means that
different methods cannot easily be compared to determine which is the most efficient, as well
as meaning that benchmark optimisation algorithms and heuristics are not easily applied to the
environments for further comparison. By extension, verification is more difficult which can lead
to slower progress in the area.

This work introduces a factory environment which provides a robust generalisable frame-
work which can produce intuitive representations for both human operators and reinforcement
learning agents, whilst also being powerful enough to encapsulate the many different possible
behaviours and constraints, or at least allow them to be added easily. The proposed environment
can mimic highly complex and varied factory scenarios from the real world, with the ability to
easily apply different algorithms and benchmarks to it, which will help to reduce research time
spent repeating this step and allow more time to be spent refining the agents that interact with
the environment.

The remaining sections of this report are organised as follows: Section 2 examines the dif-
ferent forms of production scheduling problems in more detail, as well as the current literature
on the topic. Sections 3 and 4 presents the proposed environment and demonstrates how it can
be used to replicate the different forms of production scheduling problems discussed in section
2. Section 5 then shows how different prediction models, including deep reinforcement learn-
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ing, can be applied to the environments. Finally, the conclusions of this report are presented in
section 6.
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2. Production Scheduling

2.1. Classification of Production Scheduling Problems

Production scheduling is the family of problems that concerns assigning start times sji > 0 to
a set of operations oji onto one of m production resources, where j is the job index and i the
operation index. Each operation has an associated production time pji and all operations are
grouped into n jobs. Release dates rj and deadlines dj define the times when job processing
can be started and must be completed by, respectively [4]. The completion time of a job is then
defined as Cj and the final completion time of all jobs, the makespan, is Cmax.

Specification of production scheduling problems is done using α|β|γ notation, where α is
the machine setup, β is the set of additional constraints, which can be empty, and γ is the
optimisation target [2].

2.1.1. Machine Setups

When each job contains only a single operation, complexity is increased from a single machine
problem by adding parallel identical machines (leading to Pm - parallel machines setup), which
can then each process the jobs at different rates (leading to Qm - heterogeneous machines).

Shop-scheduling problems are when the n jobs contain multiple operations which can each
only be processed by resources of corresponding types. Flow shop (Fm) setups are when
each job has an identical operational order. Distinct sequences of operations lead to a job-shop
environment (Jm). Finally, for completeness, open-shops (Om) require no operational order
constraints.

When there is replication of resources into groups, then operations can be processed on any
of the resources within the group (e.g. with two laser cutters in a shop, laser cutting operations
can be routed through either). This leads to flexible shop setups, for example the flexible job
shop (FJc). These resource groups then have similar constraints as in Pm and Qm setups.
Jobs therefore require a routing choice in addition to the operation sequencing.

The hierarchy of increasing complexities and the differences that lead to them is shown in
figure 1.

2.1.2. Additional Constraints

The addition or changing of existing constraints β add further complexity to scheduling prob-
lems. One of the most common constraints is the addition of a setup time. Setup times can be
added between different families, or between any jobs (Sjk). These are additionally machine
dependent when the parameter is Sjki.

Another important constraint is the addition of stochasticity to parameters, such as the pro-
cessing time pji being replaced with psji. This makes the problem model more applicable to real
world scheduling scenarios due to the completion of jobs rarely being deterministic. Similar
parameters add a stochastic effect to the release dates (rsj ) of the jobs, affecting when the job
is first seen by the controlling agent, and breakdowns (brkdwnss), which represent unexpected
machine outages.
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of different machine setups with increasing complexity [2]

Operations can go to different resources but also some resources can process different types
of operations, for example a welder can perform different distinct types of welding which are
different operations within the process and require different materials. This is denoted M o

i

and leads to a matrix of eligibility for each operation and its viable resource choices. A fur-
ther extension of this is that different resources process the same operation at different speeds.
For example, newer equipment is often quicker than older equipment, and a more experienced
operator can often process an operation faster than someone who is less experienced.

2.1.3. Optimisation Targets

There are many different objectives in production scheduling which can be optimised. Some of
the most common metrics related to scheduling problems are related to one or more of through-
put, timeliness, and utilisation.

Throughput is the dynamic environment version of makespan, and measures the how many
units can be produced or jobs can be completed in a given amount of time. The average job
throughput, Tptjavg, at time t is represented by

Tptjavg :=
1

t

∑
1{Cj≤t}. (1)

This can then be further expanded to operation throughput which can then be measured per
machine or resource group [4].

Objectives related to timeliness include whether a job is completed late or early. As such,
the lateness, Lj is defined using completion times and due dates as

Lj := Cj − dj, (2)
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positive and negative lateness values therefore indicate a job was completed late or early
respectively.

A metric describing all jobs completed late is described by tardiness, Tj ,

Tj := max{0, Lj}, (3)

and similarly jobs which finish early are described by earliness, Ej ,

Ej := min|Lj, 0|. (4)

Tardiness is the most obviously important of these two, as finishing a job late can lead to
contractual fines, however finishing a job too early can also be detrimental due to, for example,
storage restrictions [5].

A further timeliness consideration is work in process (WIP ), which in a factory environment
relates to jobs which have been started but have not yet finished. As such, individual job WIP
is given by the equation

WIP j =

1 if sj0 ≤ t < sj0 + Cj

0 otherwise
, (5)

and total WIP is the sum of all job WIP values, multiplied by some factor scaling with the
importance of the job.

Finally, the utilisation, Utli, of any given resource is given by

Utli =
1

t

∑
pji ∗ 1{sji+pji<t}, (6)

which is the amount of time the machine was working over the total time t.

2.2. Literature review

Production scheduling problems are NP-hard, which means that optimal solutions are impos-
sible to find in large production instances as the number of possible solutions increases rapidly.
For example, according to Fox in [6] when sequencing 10 orders, each with 5 operations, with a
single machine for each different operation type, there are 10!5 or roughly 1032 possible sched-
ules. It is obvious that a more complex situation in an actual manufacturing facility is more
complex, as each of the number of orders, operations, and resources are usually substantially
greater.

Traditionally, scheduling is run overnight for the next day and is too time consuming to be
run again in the middle of the day. Complications can be added by disruptions, which can render
these schedules obsolete and make the problem more difficult. Machines can breakdown and
workers can be ill, therefore losing expected resources. Dynamic schedules which can produce
new solutions quickly are required to adapt to these situations. Factory dispatchers are often
accustomed to handling these disruptions, but their decisions can miss the bigger picture and
therefore their impact as they are often crisis-oriented.
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Thus computer-aided methods for scheduling must be run often and fast in order to deal
with these fast changing situations. These requirements often lead to simplistic models which
trade a decreased solution quality and lower realism of the model for a decreased solution time.

Traditionally, production scheduling problems are approached using either simulation mod-
els, analytical models, heuristics, or a combination of these methods.

Newer methods involve using artificial neural networks and deep reinforcement learning to
make production schedules. These methods are difficult to train but in theory they can make
changes quickly if required when trained.

This section aims to analyse the methods and current applications of the most common of
the wide variety of approaches to solving production scheduling problems and the situation in
which they are used.

2.2.1. Simple Heuristics

Heuristics are a common traditional method whereby a simple set of rules are used to produce
schedules. Examples of simple heuristics include using a first in first out processing order for
all eligible tasks for a given machine, or scheduling the next eligible task with the shortest or
longest processing time [3].

The earliest due date rule introduced in [7] schedules the task with the earliest due date into
the resource. This is optimal for single machine tardiness/lateness situations, as discussed in
[3], and has been shown to be stronger when used online than some offline scheduling methods
in [8].

Simple heuristics are advantageous as they are easy to understand and implement, which
is a quality especially valued by human schedulers so that they can easily see the logic behind
the decisions being made. These methods are also quick to run, due to their fast computational
complexities of O(n log n) where n is the number of tasks to be scheduled. This is due to
them effectively being sorting problems and therefore having the same lower bound for their
computational complexity. Their main disadvantage is their lack of foresight and production of
sub-par results, especially when used to provide schedules for more complicated systems.

These two main factors need to be weighed up against each other when deciding whether
or not to use simple heuristics. In some simple situations, such as the m identical parallel
machines problem with a makespan optimisation target (P//Cmax), which is still NP-hard for
two machines, the longest processing time heuristic has a worst case performance of 4

3
− 1

3m

[9].
An example from the real world is the exam scheduling problem of Pearson VUE, where the

goal is to process all exams and students in each of their given test centres whilst minimising the
number of opening hours. The seats in each exam centre form a parallel machine setup with the
jobs to be processed being represented by the different exams with varying lengths. The goal
to minimise the number of hours each exam centre is open is equivalent to a minimisation of
the makespan. Over the course of 2012 there were effectively 11261 different parallel machines
problems accross the different centres. CPLEX 12.5, an optimisation studio produced by IBM,
produced schedules which were on average 0.57% from being optimal. By comparison, the
longest processing time heuristic resulted in a gap of 0.91%. However, the total CPU time to
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produce the CPLEX solutions was 80 hours on a 240 core cluster, compared to less than 18
seconds on a single computer for the longest processing time solution [3].

Overall, it can be seen that these simple heuristics can produce powerful results for real,
albeit less complex problems. However, different heuristics are suited more towards different
optimisation targets and so in the real world, where targets often change, would need to be
swapped between to be effective. These heuristics also do not take into account more than what
is in front of them, which is to say that they have no consideration for other resources within a
system’s environment.

2.2.2. Advanced Heuristics

More elaborate dispatching heuristics also exist, such as the apparent tardiness cost dispatching
rule proposed in [10]. This rule calculates an index value Ij for every job each time a machine
is free, which in its more complicated form is given by the equation

Ij(t) =
wj
pj

exp

{
−max(dj − pj − t, 0)

K1p̄

}
, (7)

where wj is the weight of the job, which effectively acts as a priority factor by denoting the
importance of job j relative to other jobs, the K values are parameters to be fixed and p̄ is the
average processing time of the remaining jobs. This rule was designed to be used for weighted
tardiness problems but can be applied to other problems too.

The apparent tardiness cost rule has a computational complexity ofO(n2) due to how many
times the index is computed. The calculations become slower than other rules due to the dif-
ficulty of computing the index coupled with the higher complexity. The rule is also harder to
apply when compared to simpler heuristics in exchange for better performance.

Advanced heuristics which go beyond dispatching rules often have some problem specific
knowledge about theoretical properties of scheduling problems. These properties are then ex-
ploited to produce production schedules. Other methods aim to derive better schedules starting
from any previous schedules.

Many of these advanced techniques are built upon local search techniques, which requires
a definition of neighbouring solutions, ways to explore them, and a way to evaluate which is
better.

A strong example of an advanced heuristic is the NEH heuristic, which was first proposed
for solving a flow shop with a an objective of minimising the makespan [11]. The steps to
carry out the heuristic first requires the total processing time of all jobs in all machines to be
calculated. These are then sorted in descending order. The first two jobs are then taken, and the
order in which they minimise makespan is maintained. The next job in the descending sequence
is then chosen and inserted in all possible sequences with the jobs already in the queue, and the
minimum makespan order is again chosen. This process is repeated until all jobs are placed
in the sequence via this insertion technique, building upon the previous best partial sequence.
This has a computational complexity of O(n3m). This was later improved to O(n2m) with the
NEHT technique [12].
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NEH outperforms many other heuristics, with an average statistical deviation from the best
known solutions in 120 different instances of just 3.3%. Quite often, NEH is used to seed meta-
heuristic techniques [3]. The faster NEHT gave performances of 2.24% in 10 large instances in
an average of 0.077 seconds. There are many extensions and examinations of this technique in
flow shop environments with makespan objectives [13; 14].

Further advancements are in the form of metaheuristics, which attempt to be general tem-
plates with increased performance over regular heuristics, with the downside of often being
more computationally demanding. Metaheuristics commonly use several similar features. Ex-
amples of these common features include a representation of the solution, which is an arrange-
ment of the variables involved, an initial solution or set of solutions from which to start the
process, a diversification mechanism such as local search, with the goal of finding a better solu-
tion, a set of comparison criteria for judge new solutions against older ones, and a termination
condition to limit the computational time used, as optimal solutions are not guaranteed due
to the nature of scheduling problems. Example termination conditions include the number of
iterations, the number of iterations without improvements, or CPU time taken [3].

An example use of a metaheuristic is the iterated greedy method, which was created to apply
to a permutation flow shop problem with a makespan objective. An initial solution is presented,
and then the method performs a destruction phase where some jobs are randomly removed.
The incomplete solution is not reconstructed by reinserting the jobs using the NEH method,
which is to say that each job is placed back in to maximise the objective function. Optionally, a
local search can take place to examine adjacent solutions at this point, and then an acceptance
criterion is used to determine which solution to take. This has some random element to it to
encourage exploration of the solution space whereby a worse solution can be accepted with a
probability that decreases with new solution quality. Algorithm 1 shows this process [15].

Iterated greedy has been shown to deviate from the 120 solutions mentioned alongside NEH
by just 0.44%, but the solutions on average took just under a minute, which is much longer than
for NEH [15].

2.2.3. Expert Systems

Expert systems contain organised bodies of knowledge which try to emulate the problem solving
skills of an expert within its domain. As defined by Welbank,

An expert system is a program which has a wide base of knowledge in a restricted
domain, and uses complex inferential reasoning to perform tasks which a human
expert could do [16].

Expert systems consist of three main parts, the knowledge base, the inference engine and
the user interface. A diagram of this architecture is shown in figure 2.

The knowledge base is an essential part of the system as the knowledge it contains is used
for solving the problems that the system encounters. Facts, heuristics and relationships known
by domain experts are some of the forms the knowledge within the knowledge base can take.
The most common representation technique for this knowledge is the usage production rules,
which take the form of If-Then statements.
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Algorithm 1 Iterated Greedy
Require:
x := NEH heuristic
x := Insertion Local Search(x)
xb := x

procedure ITERATED GREEDY

while (termination condition not satisfied) do
x′ := x

for i := 1→destruct do . Destruction phase
x′ := randomly extract a hob of x′ and insert it into x′R

end for
for i := 1→destruct do . Reconstruction phase

x′ := best permutation after inserting xR(i) into all possible positions of x′

end for
x′′ := Insertion Local Search(x′) . Optional local search
if Cmax(x′′) < Cmax(x) then . Acceptance criterion

x := x′′

if Cmax(x) < Cmax(xb) then
xb := x

end if
else if random ≤ exp

{
−Cmax(x′′)−Cmax(x)

Temperature

}
then

x := x′′

end if
end while
return xb

The inference engine handles the knowledge base’s content and examines its status. It de-
termines the order in which inferences are made using various different inference methods.

The user interface allows the user to interact with the system, usually through a screen
display and with an optionally explanation component. External interfaces are usually also in-
cluded which allow the expert system to communicate with databases and other external sources
of information [17].

The advantages of expert systems are the ability to encapsulate the knowledge of several
experts, and to always be available and consistent with that knowledge.

However, since all of the decisions are made based on the rules within the inference engine,
the output is only as good as the rules allow it to be. This means that sometimes expert systems
can lack common sense and won’t innovate in unusual circumstances. The difficulty in creating
these inference rules is also high, as the knowledge of experts needs to be codified and some-
times it is difficult to explain the logic and reasoning behind decisions. The cost of creating or
implementing an expert system is also expensive, in part due to the hard to codify logic and the
requirement of domain experts in their creation. The creation process also takes a large amount
of time.
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Figure 2: Architecture of a standard expert system.

The intelligent scheduling and information system introduced in [6] uses hierarchical plan-
ning to turn complicated problems into smaller pieces and was the first application of expert
systems to job shop scheduling. Building on this other schedulers were built such as the oppor-
tunistic scheduler in [18].

Whilst these techniques are used somewhat successfully it should be noted that the problem
spaces were small. In general, expert systems have been most successful when the number of
possibilities at each step of the problem are small, which is often not the case for production
scheduling problems [19; 20].

2.2.4. Approximation Algorithms

Approximation algorithms are another common approach to produce ’good enough’ solutions
quickly. There are a wide variety of different approaches taken to applying approximation
algorithms within the field of production scheduling.

A branch and bound algorithm, which views the set of solutions as a tree which it searches
along, is used in a stochastic single machine setup in [5]. However it took nearly an hour to
solve a problem with around 20 jobs. A similar algorithm is examined in [21] for a two and
three machine flow shop problem with six jobs, and finds that it took less than five seconds,
although the number of combinations is obviously much lower.

Ant colony optimisation is used in [22] with a single machine setup and it is found to be
reasonable, with expectations that it could be applied to larger production instances and more
complicated flow shop setups. It was found to be fast compared to semi-exhaustive procedures,
producing a solution for a 20 job two machine problem in less than three seconds compared
to an expected 40 for more the more complicated method, with a 3.5% gap to that method’s
results.

There are many more examples of approximation algorithms such as particle swarm optimi-
sation [23], and genetic algorithms [24]. In general, these methods benefit from being incredibly
fast but often fall into local optima [25].
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2.2.5. Machine Learning

Machine learning techniques aim to solve problems by learning from a set of training data and
then building a mathematical model from that data in order to make predictions. These methods
have the advantage of requiring less prior knowledge when compared to the rules based systems
discussed previously [26].

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) aim to mimic a human brain’s ability to learn from expe-
rience and generalise in order to solve complex problems using large amounts of data. They are
able to determine non-linear relationships by training on available data in order to make their
predictions. There are many different architectures for ANNs, each with variations designed to
improve their performances based on the specific task they are being used for.

The most basic neural network structure is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which consists
of at least three interconnected layers of nodes: an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an
output layer. An example diagram of a typical MLP with one hidden layer can be seen in figure
3. During the training phase, each input is passed into the neural network and then goes through
the hidden layers in order to produce a prediction for the output. Each predicted output is then
compared to the correct value which the network was aiming to produce. The network then
back-propagates to change the weights of the weights of the connections between the nodes,
slightly changing the model and its associated parameter weights. This changing of the weights
during this phase is based on an initially selected optimisation function, for example stochastic
gradient descent. This change in weights should make future predictions more accurate [27].

An MLP has been used in a case of six jobs over five machines to produce a production
schedule deemed to be reasonable in [28]. This system was used by the manufacturing firm that
they were working with to improve profitability.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are regularised MLPs. They assemble simple pat-
terns to regularise the data in order to model more complex patterns. This solves a common
issue with MLPs have of overfitting the data due to being fully connected networks [27]. Con-
volutional neural networks are most commonly used for image recognition tasks, with the state-
of-the-art architectures sometimes using over a hundred hidden layers to achieve above a 95%
accuracy rate in a large scale image recognition task. Quite often convolutional neural networks
are used alongside deep reinforcement learning, discussed in section 2.2.7.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) loop information from previous steps into the current
step alongside the new inputs. This means that they can remember sequences in order to eval-
uate whole time series, so that important information from previous iterations is not forgotten
[27]. There are many different types of RNN architectures, such as attention based RNNs,
which form matrices of weights for each input prior to evaluating the data, and long short-term
memory (LSTM) RNNs, which have layers where the nodes are replaced with special LSTM
cells. RNNs in general are traditionally used for times series forecasting.

An RNN which tries to minimise the energy of the state of the network is applied to a
cyclical job shop scheduling problem in [29]. It is coupled with a lagrangian relaxation method
in order to reduce the complexity of the problem. The method was able to cope with larger
sizes of problems with simple constraints but struggled when the problem got very large and
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Figure 3: An example diagram of a basic multi-layer perceptron artificial neural network, consist-
ing of four inputs, one hidden layer, and one output.

with more complicated constraints.
An LSTM RNN is combined with convolutional layers to create an auto encoder in [30].

However, rather than being used for producing production schedules themselves it is used to
predict machine speeds, and so is more of an auxiliary method to actual scheduling methods to
improve real world processing time predictions.

Supervised machine learning fails due to requiring labelled datasets in order to train to
form predictions accurately. Within production scheduling the problems lead to increasingly
large amounts of different scheduling possibilities which can’t be accounted for simply as a
regression between different dependent and independent variables.

2.2.6. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning concerns a variety of algorithms and techniques whereby an agent in-
teracts with an environment through perception and action. Each step of the interaction between
the agent and the environment involves the agent receiving an input, which contains a represen-
tation of the current state, s, of the environment, and then choosing an action, a. This action
leads to a change in state of the environment which has an associated value, which is fed to
the agent by means of a reinforcement signal r which acts as a reward. This basic feedback
loop is shown in figure 4. The goal is for the agent’s actions to tend towards the long term
increasing sum of the reward, which it learns to do gradually through trial and error, guided by
the algorithm used [31].

In general, the agent’s actions determine both its reward and also the next state of the en-
vironment. This means that the agent must take into account both the immediate reward and
the expected reward from the next state and therefore all future states when picking from its
available actions. The agent may take a sequence of low reward actions in order to finally arrive
at a state with a high reward and therefore must be able to learn which actions are optimal based
on delayed rewards which can be arbitrarily far in the future.

There are four key components used for attempting to solve reinforcement learning prob-
lems: a model of the environment, a policy, a value function and a reward function. Models
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Figure 4: Basic reinforcement learning model where the agent receives a state signal and a reward
feedback from the previous action and then performs a new action based on this feedback.

of the environment help to predict the next state based on the current state and proposed ac-
tion. Policies define agent behaviours in a state. Reward functions effectively guide the agent
towards learning how to achieve the goal of the experiment. Finally, value functions aim to
evaluate states or state-action pairs for how good they are in the long run [32].

An important assumption in reinforcement learning is that each state contains all important
information in order for the agent to make its decision. That is to say that all information
pertaining to possible future states is contained within the current state representation. This
is known as the Markov property. Such problems are well represented as Markov decision
processes (MDPs). MDP problems contain a set of states, S, a set of actions A, a reward
functionR whereby

R : S ×A → R, (8)

and finally a state transition function T , whereby

T : S ×A → Π(S), (9)

where Π(S) is a probability distribution for set S which in essence maps states to probabil-
ities. Alternatively, T (s, a, s′) represents the probability of action a leading to a transition from
state s to state s′. Similarly, the probability for this transition Pa happening at time t is given by

Pa(s, s
′) = p(st+1 = s′|st = s, at = a). (10)

These probabilities are required due to the presence of stochasticity in the environment and
therefore uncertainty in the state transitions [33; 34; 35; 36]. It should be noted that the state
and action spaces must be finite for this to be valid, but countably infinite spaces can be reduced
using techniques such as masking.

A common objective for agents looking to maximise their long term returns is to aim to
maximise the expected discount return, E, given by

E{rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ2rt+3 + · · · }, (11)

where γ is a discount parameter. This discount parameter is between zero and one which
leads to a higher valuation by the agent of immediate rewards over later ones.
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In order to maximise this long term return, reinforcement learning methods aim to improve
the agent’s policy π over time, therefore improving its behaviour. More formally, policies map
states to actions, or in stochastic cases map states to probability distributions of actions. The
value of being in a state when using policy π is given by

V π(s) = E{rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ2rt+3 + · · · |st = s}, (12)

which is the expected discounted return when following the specified policy when starting
in state s. Policy π is then said to be better than policy π′ if and only if for all states V π(s)V π′ .
In the case of finite MDPs, such as those examined in production scheduling problems, there
are always one or more optimal policies which share the same value function and are at least
better than or equal to all other value functions [32].

A common attempt in reinforcement learning is to apply algorithms which change the policy
in real time. Q-learning is an example of this sort of algorithm, which applies directly to the
agent’s experience of interacting with the environment. In Q-learning, the experience of each
state transition updates one element of a table containing Q-values, which map state-action
pairs. Each Q-value entry Q(s, a) has a value for every possible state action pair and effectively
represents the expected reward for the given action in the specified state. The initial assigned
value for each Q(s, a) is arbitrary. Upon the state transition from st to st+1 having taken action
at and receiving reward rt+1, the update

Qt+1(st, at) = Qt(st, at) + αt(st, at)[rt + γmax
a
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)], (13)

where α is the learning rate, is applied [37]. The learning rate is present to allow conver-
gence in non-deterministic systems. This is because the new Q-value after the update is de-
pendent on the previous value, and so with the different rewards received in non-deterministic
systems the Q function would bounce around and not converge. The learning rate means that
new knowledge is only accepted in part. Usually the learning rate is set high initially and is
decreased as training progresses, which has the dual effect of making the initial arbitrary val-
ues of Q less influential and then helping the values to converge later [38]. The algorithm for
Q-learning can be seen in algorithm 2 [37].

The effect of Q-learning is that the agent does not know state transition probabilities or
rewards unlike when using value functions. In stochastic settings, the agent learns about the
transitions through experience of how the states move between each other depending on the
action taken. This is important for creating agents that can adapt to new situations efficiently.
Q-learning can also be beneficial in large state spaces as the agent explores without initial
knowledge of all the available states. Instead, optimal actions can be selected without knowing
anything about the environment’s dynamics.

In any given finite MDP, Q-learning can identify the best action selection policy if initiated
with a partly random selection policy, so that exploration can occur, and infinite exploration
time [39].

Q-learning is used to select between which of a selection of simple heuristics to use at
different times in a single machine setup with different criteria in [40]. It finds that Q-learning
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Algorithm 2 Q-learning
Require:

States S = {1, . . . , ns}
Actions A = {1, . . . , na} . A : S ⇒ A
Reward FunctionR : S ×A → R

Probabilistic Transition Function T : S ×A → Π(S)

Learning Rate α ∈ [0, 1]

Discount Factor γ ∈ [0, 1]

procedure Q-LEARNING(S,A,R, T , α, γ)
Initialise Q0(s, a) arbitrarily for all s ∈ S and all a ∈ A
while Q has not converged do

Start in state s ∈ S
while s is not a terminal state do

Calculate π accoring to Q and exploration strategy
at ← π(st)

rt ← R(st, at) . Receive new reward
st+1 ← T (st, at) . Receive new state
Qt+1(st, at) = Qt(st, at) + αt(st, at)[rt + γmax

a
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)]

st ← st+1

return Q

selects the most effective rule more often than not for the different objectives.
A similar single machine dispatching rule selection problem is examined using Q-learning in

[41], but with a higher number of different rules, some of which are more complex. The research
finds that Q-learning outperformed each of the individual dispatching rules for reducing WIP
over the equivalent of a month of single shift days in a factory.

Traditional reinforcement learning fails in situations where the state and action spaces be-
come too large, as the Q table effectively becomes too large to visit every state-action pair often
enough to converge successfully. Real world scenarios often have sufficiently large state-action
spaces that it is impractical to deploy these methods. This leads to the combination of deep
neural networks with reinforcement learning techniques to create deep reinforcement learning.

2.2.7. Deep Reinforcement Learning

Deep reinforcement learning combines the usage of artificial neural networks with reinforce-
ment learning.

The two main types of deep reinforcement learning are model-based reinforcement learning
and model-free reinforcement learning.

In model-based reinforcement learning, the agent has access to or attempts to learn a func-
tion which predicts the state transitions and rewards of the environment. This allows the agent
to create plans by seeing what would happen for a range of options and choosing between these
choices explicitly. A famous example of this is Google DeepMind’s AlphaZero which beat
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state-of-the-art programs specialised for chess, shogi and go, as well as human masters of these
games [42].

The advantage to model-based methods over model-free methods, which do not attempt to
learn the model of the environment, is a substantial increase in sample efficiency. The main
downside to the applicability of model-based methods is that the true model of the environment
is often not available to the agent. The agent therefore has to learn the model from experience,
which leads to several potential downsides. The biggest drawback is that any bias which is
present in the learned model will be exploited by the agent, leading to an agent that performs
well within the simulated environment but is drastically overfitted and therefore is not optimal
in the real environment. Model learning is also difficult, meaning that the model may not be
learned even after large amounts of computational time is expended.

Model-free methods effectively give up the potential sample efficiency gains in order to be
easier to implement and tweak. Model-free methods have been more extensively developed and
tested and are far more popular within production scheduling research.

Within model-free reinforcement learning there are two different approaches for what the
agent should train to learn. The first of these approaches is an extension of Q-learning, where the
agent attempts to approximate Q-values. Typically these methods operate off-policy, meaning
any update can use data from obtained at any point during the training phase, regardless of the
agent’s action.

An example of a Q-learning approach is Deep Q-Networks (DQNs), first introduced by
Google DeepMind in [43], effectively launched the field of deep reinforcement learning. DQNs
replace the Q table with a neural network which is trained to approximate the Q-function. The
neural network is initiated with parameters θ and estimates Q-values such that Q(s, a; θ) ≈
Q ∗ (s, a) where Q∗ is the optimal Q-function. This is done by minimising the loss function,
Lt(θt) at each time step t, given by

Lt(θt) = Es,a∼ρ(.)[(yt −Q(s, a; θt))
2], (14)

where ρ is the behaviour distribution over the transitions {s, a, r, s′} collected from the
environment, and yt is the temporal difference target, which is given by

yt = Es′∼ε[r + γmax
a′

(Q(s′, a′; θt−1))|s, a]. (15)

The temporal difference error is then given by yt − Q. Note that when optimising the loss
function the parameters from the previous iteration are fixed. In contrast to targets in supervised
learning, the network parameter weights affect the targets used here. Differentiating the loss
function with respect to the parameter weights leads to the gradient of each parameter weight,
∆θt given by

∆θtLt(θt) = Es,a∼ρ(.);s′∼ε[(r + γmax
a′

(Q(s′, a′; θi−1))−Q(s, a; θt))∆θtQ(s, a; θt)]. (16)

These values are used to update the parameter weights during the gradient descent step.
However, computing the full expectations of the gradient values is often computationally ex-
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pensive. In this case, stochastic gradient descent can be used to optimise the loss function by
sampling the expectation values rather than using the full dataset in each iteration.

Commonly, the behaviour distribution ρ is selected by an ε-greedy strategy that chooses a
random action with probability ε and follows the greedy strategy otherwise with probability
1 − ε. This helps to encourage the agent to explore the environment [44]. ε is also usually
decreased every cycle as the network converges until it reaches a set minimum value. Within
production scheduling, exploring the environment helps the to agent learn about the factory
environment it is in so that it is less likely to get stuck choosing the same action repeatedly,
depending on setup.

DQNs also tend to use a feature called experience replay to increase stability during the
fitting process whilst training. A single experience contains the information of the starting and
final state, the action taken and the reward, i.e et = (st, at, rt, st+1). A random sample of
experiences are chosen from a replay buffer, which are then used to fit the network.

There are several advantages given by using experience replay. The first is that otherwise,
experiences obtained by trial and error are used once and then discarded, but there are some
rare yet important experiences, such as ones involving damage, which should be reused in
order to be effective. Secondly, the learning from the rewards is sped up as experiences are
replayed again and again, meaning the network usually converges more quickly. Finally, the
order of the experiences being random helps the network to avoid overfitting due to processing
sequences which often contain similar states and therefore similar actions. This helps to learn
the probability distribution for actions by decorrelating the datasets. In order for experience
replay to be useful, the environment must not change over time, as then past experiences can be
irrelevant or harmful [45; 46].

Another common way to improve DQNs is to introduce a target network to further increase
stability. DQNs are function approximators trying to emulate Q-functions, which are exact. Due
to this, when the neural networks’ predicted Q-values are updated to make Q(st, at) converge
closer to the desired value, nearby states, including Q(st+1, a) for all a, also have their value
indirectly altered. This introduces instability into the process. Target networks are a copy of the
main neural network which are used to evaluate Q(st+1, at+1), which is then used to train the
main Q-network during the backpropagation phase. Periodically, usually over a fixed number
of steps, the target network’s parameters are synchronised with those of the main network. This
delay between Q updates affecting the target values makes oscillations and divergence much
less likely. Algorithm 3 shows the process for applying a DQN with experience replay and a
target network [43].

Experience replay and target networks are used in almost all DQN research, but there are
also some other improvements that can be made on the architecture which further improve their
performances, such as double dueling Q-networks [47]. It is worth noting the existence of such
improvements, but as they are not as ubiquitous in usage within production scheduling research
they will not be discussed further.

A modified deep Q-network is used in [48] to try and minimise the effects of bottlenecks
in a flexible job shop environment by making decisions at the point when a machine is idle
about what should be queued. It handled the dynamic action space but was limited by having
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Algorithm 3 Deep Q-learning with Experience Replay and Target Network
Initialise network Q with random weights
Initialise target network â
Initialise replay memory D to capacity N
for episode = 1,M do

for t = 1, T do
With probability εselectarandomactionat
otherwise select at = max

a
Q(st, at; θt)

execute action at and observe reward rt and next state st+1

Store transition (st, at, rt, st+1, done) in replay memory D
if enough experiences in D then

Sample random minibatch of transitions (st, at, rt, st+1, done) from D

Set yt =

rt, if episode terminates at time t.

yt = rt + γmax
a′

Q̂(st+1, at+1; θt), otherwise

Perform gradient descent step on (yt −Q(st, at; θ))
2

Every C steps set Q̂ = Q

deterministic processing times and a lack of deadlines within its constraints.
Another job shop environment, this time within the semiconductor industry, is examined in

[49]. A DQN is used to minimise the makespan but it failed to beat heuristics despite handling
a relatively small number of machines.

A graph neural network is employed alongside a DQN in [50] to a job shop environment
and found that the method out competed heuristics. However this is only over a time period of
thirty jobs total.

A more complex graph neural network approach is used in a search online, learn offline
manner in [51]. However this method was only applied to a parallel machine setup within pro-
duction scheduling. The results were promising for general combinatorial optimisation prob-
lems so perhaps this could be applied to more complex systems.

The alternative approach to Q-learning methods is policy optimisation, which is a family
of methods that explicitly represent the policy πθ(a|s). These methods attempt to optimise the
parameters θ either by performing optimisation techniques such as gradient ascent directly on
the performance objective J(πθ), or in a more indirect manner by maximising local approxima-
tions of this objective. These optimisation techniques are on-policy as they only update using
data collected whilst using the most recent version of the policy. This family of methods also
often involves learning an approximation Vφ(s) of the on-policy value function V π(s) to help
with how to go about updating the policy.

Policy optimisation methods in theory handle continuous and stochastic environments better
and have a faster convergence, whereas Q-learning methods can be more steady and sample
efficient. Actor critics aim to take advantage of both of these features in order to provide a new
method for tackling reinforcement learning problems.

Actors take an input of the state and output the best actions, essentially controlling the agent
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Figure 5: Architecture of an actor critic model, showing how the actor is the application of a policy
that returns probabilistic actions based on the environment’s state, and the critic is the value function
that evaluates the actor’s actions and provides an error used to perform policy correction. Recreated
from [32].

via policy optimisation. The critic evaluates the action by computing the value function, making
it value based. Over time both of these models get better at their roles and should learn to handle
the environment better than the if the models were used separately. The architecture of an actor
critic model is shown in figure 5.

Advantage actor critic (A2C) deconstructs Q values into the value function and advantage
value A(s, a), whereby the advantage value is then given by the equation

A(s, a) = r + γV (s′)− V (s). (17)

Instead of learning Q values, the critic learns the advantage values so that it can evaluate how
much better an action can be. This helps to stabilise the model by reducing the high variance of
policy networks.

Asynchronous advantage actor critic (A3C) models consist of multiple independent net-
works with different weights who interact with different environment copies in parallel. This
means that they can explore a much larger part of the state space in less time. The independent
agents are trained individually and periodically update a global network which holds shared
parameters. The agents then update their own parameters to match the global network’s and
continue their independent exploration of the environment. The algorithm for this process can
be seen in algorithm 4 [52].

A two stage hybrid flow shop, effectively two parallel machine problems, is examined with
multiple A2C agents in [53]. The optimisation objective is to minimise makespan and total
tardiness and chooses between a set of dispatching rules to use when requested by an empty
machine. It beats simple heuristics but doesn’t examine the results on unseen randomly gener-
ated datasets.

An asynchronous actor critic model is used in a job shop environment with dynamic com-
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Algorithm 4 Asynchronous advantage actor critic
Global shared parameter vectors θ and θv and global shared counter T = 0

Thread specific parameter vectors θ′ and θ′v
Initialise thread step counter t← 1

repeat
Reset gradients dθ ← 0 and dθv ← 0.
Synchronise thread specific parameters θ′ = θ and θ′v = θ′

tstart = t

Get state st
repeat

Perform at according to policy π(at|st; θ′)
Receive reward rt and new state st+1

t← t+ 1

T ← T + 1

until terminal st or t− tstart == tmax

Set yt =

0, for terminal st

V (st, θ
′
v) for non terminal st

for i ∈ {t− 1, . . . , tstart} do
R← ri + γR

Accumulate gradients wrt θ′ : dθ ← dθ +∇θ′ log π(ai|si; θ′)(R− V (si; θ
′
v))

Accumulate gradients wrt θ′v : dθv ← dθv + ∂(R−V (si;θ
′
v))

2

∂θ′v

end for
Perform asynchronous update of θ using dθ and of θv using dθv

until T > Tmax =0

ponents involving breakdowns and additional orders in [54]. The model again selected between
different dispatching rules at decision time. It achieved a makespan scheduling score of 91% in
a static job shop and 80% in a dynamic job shop which outperforms simple heuristics in a range
of environments up to 20 jobs on 15 machines.

A flexible job shop with more than 100 jobs and 100 machines is examined in [55] using
an actor critic based method. Features of the input set are extracted to help find a policy in
large datasets and it beats other benchmark methods, but it is noted that the random seed is set
so the results are effectively cherry picked as this seed setting process will be required for any
alterations to the scenario.

A semiconductor fabrication flow shop problem is examined using A3C methods in [56].
Limited uncertainties are considered, but the A3C algorithm is found to optimise the mean cycle
time of the system and is superior to rules based methods.

2.3. Summary

Current deep reinforcement learning research, and by extension production scheduling research
in general, often falls short of examining flexible job shops with continuous inputs with realistic
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constraints. Every piece of research for production scheduling requires an environment to be
produced in order to test the algorithm that is being used. This wastes time for every piece of
research creating and refining the environment rather than the algorithm. This work introduces
an environment that aims to reduce this wasted time.

Additionally, as each environment is bespoke, it can be difficult to compare techniques
between papers which use different environments, or even if the same technique performs con-
sistently well. By introducing a standardised environment, this problems will be reduced.

The introduced environment will also help to open up a wider range of production schedul-
ing research constraints and optimisation targets. Currently, the main optimisation target is often
makespan, when other metrics could be more desirable or examined in tandem. For example,
minimising WIP is a desirable metric for small SMEs.

The environment proposed and discussed in the following sections aims to take a step to-
wards addressing each of these problems, by allowing these features to be examined without
having to spend time coding them each time a researcher wants to examine production schedul-
ing problems, as well as making the ability to compare methods easier by attempting to create
a standard environment.
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3. Proposed Environment

An effective environment is required in order to interact with the various different techniques
used in production scheduling research. The environment must be generalisable to the many
different types of production scheduling problems which can encapsulate the different machine
setups, constraints, and optimisation targets that are used in the research, as detailed in section
2.2. This section details the code structure used to produce the environments, including how
the various classes interact with each other using their in-built methods. The full code for the
environment can be found in appendix A.

The code is structured such that there are four main classes of object which interact with
each other. These are the factory class, resource class, job class and operation class. The
interaction between these classes is shown in figure 6.

The factory class regulates the flow of all information, and provides the interface through
which any required commands can be run. In the case of reinforcement learning, the agent
interacts solely with the factory class when creating its decisions. Similar to a real factory, this
interface includes the ability to add and remove jobs and resources, and schedule individual
operations into a resource’s queue.

Resources process individual operations within the environment, but the handling of their
queues is contained within the factory class, and therefore the main aim of the class is to facili-
tate this functionality.

Jobs are comprised of an ordered set of operations that must be completed. They also
include appropriate job level information such as its deadline.

Finally, operations are the building blocks of jobs and are defined by the ability to complete
them through a single action performed by an appropriate resource e.g. bending or laser cutting.

The rest of this section discusses the usage of each of these classes in more detail, as well
as necessary features and considerations which allow them to accurately represent a factory.

3.1. Factory Class

The factory class is the main class through which the factory environment, with all its included
resources and jobs, is simulated and controlled. It contains some of the validation logic for
many of the checks required for a factory simulation to run successfully. Factory objects are
initiated with a starting list of resource and job objects, as well as an empty list of completed
jobs which is used for verification purposes. The UML diagram for the factory class, including
its methods and properties, is shown in figure 7.

The properties for the factory object include getter and setter methods for the resources,
jobs and completed_jobs within the factory. There are also property methods to retrieve the
total wip_value of all jobs within the factory. Finally, the resource_queues_are_not_empty

property indicates whether or not all resources within the factory have empty processing queues,
which can be used to check if a simulation is finished if there are a finite number of jobs and
operations.

All other workings of the factory are then included in the class methods. Adding new jobs or
resources to the factory’s respective properties can be achieved using add_job or add_resource.
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Figure 6: Interaction between the environment classes.

Resources and jobs can be found within their respective property lists using their respective
find_ methods. Jobs can be found using their IDs with find_job. Individual resources can be
founding using their name with find_resource_by_name, and all resources that can process a
certain type of operation can be found with find_resource_by_operation_type.

The flow of operations and jobs within the factory are also handled with factory class meth-
ods. Operations are queued into resources using the factory object’s queue_operation method,
which takes as its parameters the resource_name that will process the operation, the job_id

that the operation is part of, the operation_job_index which is the index in the job which the
operation lies, and a resource_queue_position, which is the place in the queue the operation
will be added. By default, this method can take just the resource_name and job_id, and will
queue the first operation in that job’s operation list at the end of the specified resource queue.

Operations can also be removed from a resource’s queue using the unqueue_operation

method. Using this in conjunction with the queue_operation method allows reordering of
operations within resource queues.

The factory class also contains methods which handle the passing of time within the sim-
ulated environment. The process_shortest_operation method triggers the processing of
all operations at the front of each resource queue by the amount of time found using the
find_minimum_resource_time method. This accounts for the resources’ processing_speeds.
After this, all operations which have been completed are marked as such and removed from the
front of the resource and job queues. All jobs have their deadline reduced by the amount of time
passed. Finally, any jobs with no remaining operations are moved into the completed_jobs list,
meaning their associated wip_value will now not count towards the factory’s total. This method
is partly based on the assumption that operations willnot be removed from a resource queue af-
ter they are in progress due to there being setup time penalties. Otherwise, in built methods in
the resource class can handle separate operation processing.

3.2. Resource Class

The resource class represents a single resource within the factory, whether that is a machine
or a worker, which can process a specific operation type. Resource objects contain a queue of
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Figure 7: UML diagram for the factory class including class methods and properties.
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operations that they are to process, in the order that they will process them. These operations are
assigned through the factory classes queue_operation method. Resources in this environment
setup can only process one type of operation, and can only process one operation at a time. The
UML diagram for the resource class, including its class methods and properties, is shown in
figure 8.

A resource object is initiated with a set of properties that includes its name, which identifies
the resource, its operation_type, which defines which type of operation that the resource, its
queue, which is initiated empty, as well as a wip_rate, which represents the comparative cost
of using the resource, and a processing_speed, which is a comparative measure of how fast
the resource processes operations compared to other resources of the same type.

Many of the resource based methods in the factory class call a method in the resource
class that then produces the required functionality. The process_first_in_queue method is
called by the factory class’s process_shortest_operation method, and similarly the methods
add_operation_to_queue and remove_operation_from_queue are called by the respective
factory class methods.

There are some methods which provide information, such as check_times_in_queue and
check_cumulative_time_in_queue, which returns a list of the time remaining for each oper-
ation in the resource’s queue, list of the cumulative times to process the remaining operations
in the queue, respectively. The get_first_in_progress method returns if the first operation
in the queue is in progress, so that it can be checked if setup time penalties will occur if the
operation is unqueued.

The first_operation_out_of_order method acts as a validation check for if the first
operation in the queue is the first operation in its job’s queue, meaning it is ready to be processed.

3.3. Job Class

The job class aims to mimic a job within a factory by holding an ordered list of operations
which must be processed in the right order so that the job can be completed. The UML diagram
for the job class, including its class methods and properties, is shown in figure 9.

Job objects are initiated with a set of operations that must be processed in order to be
completed, an empty set of completed_operations, a unique id, and a deadline. There are
also properties which represent the total wip_value for the job, which is the sum of the job’s
operations’ and completed operations’ WIP values, as well as whether the job is in_process,
completed or late.

The add_operation method initiates a new operation object and adds it at the required
index to the job’s operations list, and the complete_operation method moves the first oper-
ation in the operations list into the completed_operations list. The move_deadline method
is called by the factory class’s process_shortest_operation method, and reduces the job’s
deadline by the specified amount of time.

There is also a find_operation_index method which returns the index of the opera-
tion in the operations list of the specified operation_type parameter. Finally, the method
assign_operational_order assigns the index value for each operation in the operations list
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Figure 8: UML diagram for the resource class including class methods and properties.
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Figure 9: UML diagram for the job class including class methods and properties.
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to the respective operation objects within it. This is used for validation checks when processing
those operations.

3.4. Operation Class

Operations are the smallest building blocks of jobs as they represent one process within a job
which can be completed by one resource within the factory. Within this environment these re-
source behaviours are represented by the resource class. Operations contain a lot of information
about their state that is then used by the other classes within the environment for their various
methods and properties. The UML diagram for the operation class, including its class methods
and properties, is shown in figure 10.

Operations are initiated with the job_id of the job that they are part of, the operational_order,
which is the index of the operation within that job’s operations list, the processing_time

that it will take to complete the job, the setup_time required for a resource to start pro-
cessing the job, a completion_time, which is the sum of the processing and setup times, an
operation_type, for example, bending, and an initial wip_value of zero.

There are also properties that represent the operation’s progress to completion. An operation
object has additional properties for its is_queued state, in_progress state, and completed

state.
The operation class has only one method, which is process_operation. This sets in_progress,

reduces the completion_time, and increases the wip_value. If the completion time is zero,
the object is marked as completed and in_progress is set to false.
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Figure 10: UML diagram for the operation class including class methods and properties.
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4. Creating Factory Environments

This section outlines how the environments that can be created are fit for the purpose of research.
The ability to create environments with various different machine setups and constraints is out-
lined in sections 4.1 and 4.2, as well as the ability to track the different optimisation targets in
section 4.3.

The general process for creating a factory environment is to first initialise a factory object,
some resource objects with their names and associated WIP rates, and some jobs with their IDs
and deadlines. Operations are created and added to jobs using the job class’s add_operation
method, which takes as arguments the operation’s type and time until completion. The operation
type should match a resource operation type. Created resource and job objects are added to the
factory using the factory class’s add_resource and add_job methods, respectively. A flow
diagram showing this process can be seen in figure 11.

4.1. Machine Setups

Simulating complex machine setups is straightforward. Single machine setups can trivially be
created by initialising a single resource and adding it to the factory with as many jobs as re-
quired, each with a single operation. Extending to parallel machine setups then just requires
creating and adding to the factory multiple resources which process the same type of oper-
ation but with different IDs. Heterogeneous machine setups can be achieved by setting the
processing_speed variable to different values.

Setting up resources with different operation types that they can process allows shop schedul-
ing problems to be simulated, with the type of shop scheduling problem then determined by the
operation setup for the jobs. Flow shops require adding the same operations in the same order
to the jobs. Job shops can be achieved by having jobs with different operation orders in various
arrangements, with each operation being able to be processed by at least one resource within
the factory. The same extension as moving from a single machine setup to a parallel machine
setup of adding multiple resources with the same operation type can be applied here to allow
the simulation of flexible shop problems of various types.

For research purposes, sets of jobs can be generated using loops with random times within a
range, and a random amount of operations in order. These can maintain unique identities simply
through applying the index as the job id, but more complicated ids can be derived if required
using other methods. Using the index as an ID can help with applying first in first out and last
in first out methods.

4.2. Constraints

Some constraints are handled by logic within the environment code, whereas others will need
to be added manually when creating the factory. The code has been structured to be extensible
for different additional constraints.

Setup times can be added to operations as part of the creation of operation objects. Setup
times with a resource dependence aren’t currently supported but could in theory be added by
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Figure 11: Flow diagram for the general process of creating a factory environment with different
jobs, operations and resources.
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creating a resource property that adds to the setup time of the operation.
Stochasticity in different parameters can be handled in a variety of different ways. Stochastic

release dates can be achieved by creating a job generator that generates random times until the
job is released to be a visible part of the environment to the agent. The total environment time
can be tracked as part of the environment if required to help with this.

Stochastic processing times can be achieved by generating a random time for the represen-
tation of the processing time to the agent. The environment then knows the processing time and
will process that amount of time for the operation, but the model will have a different amount
of time expected.

Breakdowns can be handled as forced operations at the front of a resource queue that can’t
be moved with a randomly decided length. The agents used can queue the held up operations
elsewhere, and if they are completed in another resource they will mark themselves as such.
Then, when they reach the front of the resource queue which had the breakdown, they will be
automatically removed as they have no completion time left.

Alternatively, the resource’s processing speed can be set to 0. Stochastic speeding up and
slowing down of resources can be handled in a similar way to add further uncertainty to the
system.

4.3. Optimisation Targets

Completed jobs are stored with their final state to allow tracking of many different optimisation
targets. Job level throughput can be tracked by the amount of completed jobs in a certain amount
of time, and operation and resource level throughput requires a simple tracker to be added to
the operation to measure which resource processed it.

The time left before the deadline for a job is stored within the final state. Late jobs are easily
identifiable by those that are completed with a negative deadline. Early jobs similarly have a
positive final deadline, and a comparison can be made between the deadline value and a variable
to determine if a job was too early and should be penalised. Therefore earliness and lateness
metrics are available within the environment.

Work in process is tracked at an operational level and is then summed at a job level to give
the total WIP for a job. It is then also available at a factory level, with each of the values for the
different levels accessible through each classes’ wip_value property. The factory WIP value
by default only tracks jobs that have currently not yet been completed, but a similar sum can be
done for all completed jobs to see how much work units and therefore how much cost has been
involved in the processing of a certain job.
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5. Model Interaction

In general, models can be applied to a constructed scenario by either building the algorithm pro-
gramatically, in the case of simple heuristics, or by creating a state-action space and appropriate
agent that interacts with the environment, in the case of reinforcement learning methods.

The rest of this section aims to demonstrate how the different methods outlined in section 2.2
can be applied to a factory environment that has been set up using the code provided in this work.
First, heuristic based methods, including expert systems and approximation algorithms, are
examined in section 5.1, then reinforcement learning and deep reinforcement learning methods
are examined in 5.2.

5.1. Heuristic Based Methods

Simple heuristics in general can be applied to the environment by programming the relevant
algorithm to determine the optimal operation to queue at any given decision point for a given
resource.

For example, the first in first out and last in first out methods can be achieved by, at each de-
cision step, determining which operation that is applicable to the given resource is the attached
to the job which is earliest or latest arriving. Possible ways of finding which job was the earliest
or latest to arrive is to use the IDs, if the jobs arrive in ID order, or a timestamp if not.

The earliest due date heuristic can be applied by sorting the operations available for a given
resource by their respective jobs’ due dates and then adding the lowest result to the queue. This
information is easily found within the environment by creating a list of valid jobs that can be
queued by searching each job for a valid operation that can be queued into the resource, and
then sorting the list of valid jobs by the deadline, and then ordering the operation from the job
that is first in the queue.

More advanced heuristics can be constructed following this same basic process based on
the ability to combine the information provided by the environment. For example, the apparent
tardiness cost can be computed for each job and operation within the factory to provide the basis
for which operation to queue next.

As operations can be removed and inserted via inbuilt factory class methods the NEH and
iterated greedy methods are both able to be employed via coding the algorithm using these
inbuilt methods to find the correct sorting of jobs and operations within the environment.

Approximation algorithms can be applied in a similar method to create plausible solutions
that are then compared based on the optimisation targets. They operate in a similar manner to
heuristics in regards to the algorithm needing to be inputted and the flow of information that
they need.

Rules based expert systems rely on information to use their inference machines. The infor-
mation provided within the factory environment should be able to provide enough information
at a given decision point. The main difficulty would then be interfacing the expert system with
the environment to create an adequate representation for it.

It can therefore be seen that the application of a variety of the differing complexities of
heuristics can be achieved with the information available within the factory environment. Small
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tweaks may be needed in order to achieve the full functionality of the exact heuristic being
examined, but this can be done within the code.

5.2. Reinforcement Learning

The process for applying reinforcement learning algorithms begins similarly to the process for
applying simple heuristics. Reinforcement learning algorithms, including deep reinforcement
learning algorithms, require an environment to act as a representation of the problem that the
agent can interface with so that it can make decisions. From this environment, a set of states,
actions, and rewards need to be constructed so that the reinforcement learning agent can learn
about the environment and the best actions to take. Therefore, in addition to the process of
creating the environment used for simple heuristics, a state, action and reward set must be
created.

States are a representation to the agent of what the environment looks like. Within produc-
tion scheduling, this can be an overview of the whole factory with all of its jobs and operations,
with all of their statuses, as well as resources with their full queue information, or a smaller
slice of this, for example information about operations that can be queued into a given machine.
The action space can then be constructed to provide the possible state transitions for this pro-
cess. Finally, the rewards are dictated by the optimisation objective, and so by measuring the
optimisation target as part of the process the reward for the agent after each action can be deter-
mined. It is also common to add a negative reward for each action so that the agent attempts to
maximise its reward in the fewest amount of steps possible.

A simple example of a possible configuration for the state action space is to create a state
representation containing the current resource cumulative queues, as well as operation infor-
mation including whether it is queued, its time until completion, and the job deadline. The
action space is then queueing each operation into the relevant resource, and a separate action to
advance time to process the shortest operation in any of the resources’ queues.

There are many other possible ways of creating a state action space for researching pro-
duction scheduling supported by this environment. For example, a decision can be taken only
when a resource queue is empty, and the state representation could then include all possible
operations that could be queued to that resource, with information about each of the relevant
completion times and job deadlines. Cumulative queue times for other resources could then be
included with their processing speeds and WIP rates, so that the agent can judge which op-
eration to prioritise. If the state representation gets too large this method could be combined
with heuristics to create a simplified decision space. The available actions for the agent are
then to choose which operation to queue only, and the passing of time is handled within the
environment within the step function, until a new decision point is reached.

The action space can be further expanded if the ability to remove items and reposition them
in queues is included. Similarly, when extra constraints are added such as breakdowns, the
representation can include information about processing speeds.

Rewards are then just structured by the controller based on the desired optimisation target
and the chosen action. For example, the agent can receive a negative reward for allowing a job
to be late before completion, or for allowing WIP value to be raised, and a positive reward for
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the completion of a job. If a benchmark is known for a particular test, the agent can be penalised
for its distance away from optimality. The information flow allowed by the environment allows
these rewards to be applied to the agent.

Once an environment with a state representation and action space with rewards for the tran-
sitions has been created, an agent can then be added to interact with the system. The general
process for creating a factory environment, and applying an agent can be seen in figure 12.

Figure 12: Flow diagram showing the general process of creating an environment and applying an
agent.

Following this general process, the different reinforcement learning techniques can be ap-
plied to the created environments with various different setups, optimisation targets and con-
straints. Training these algorithms is achieved in the normal way by allowing the agent to
interact with the environment to learn about the interactions between the state-action spaces
and rewards.
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6. Conclusions

This work aimed to produce a factory environment which could be used for production schedul-
ing research purposes with modern techniques and methods.

The factory environment produced is generalisable to many different possible machine se-
tups, constraints and optimisation objectives and can be used alongside reinforcement learning
methods due to its structure and methods.

Currently, the environment cannot properly handle all machine setups constraints, such as
job and operations dependent setup times and flexible shops which allow machines to process
more than one type of resource. The latter can be approached by allowing resources to hold
arrays of types of operations they can process and then managing to display a representation to
the model that adequately shows this. The main next stage would be to move this environment
into the OpenAI framework as this is more familiar with many researchers.

Overall, this advancement will allow production scheduling researchers and controllers to
reduce the amount of time that they spend producing and curating environments and instead
focus on applying novel techniques to make advancements in the field of production schedul-
ing. These advancements can impact productivity and profitability within manufacturing by
providing dynamic schedules for different environments.
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A. Environment code

The Python code used for the environment can be found in a repo at https://github.com/C-
McGowan/FactorySimulation.
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